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Abstract. The unprecedented interest in sustainable transport modes
for urban areas raises the question of what makes citizens select environmentally friendly transport modes such as public transport rather
than private cars. While travel surveys are conducted to document real
transport mode choices, they can also shed light on how these choices
are made.
In this paper, we demonstrate a system combining survey data with
complex information documenting public transport features, as perceived
by individual respondents. The system relies on a combination of big data
modules to collect vehicle location records and travel planning engines
to calculate candidate connection features, including disruptions faced
by individuals. Hence a combination of streaming and batch modules is
used to transform survey data into instances used to learn classification
models. This takes place while taking into account concept drift. Real-life
data from the city of Warsaw, including recently collected survey data,
location records of trams and buses, and planned and true schedules, are
used to demonstrate the system. A video related to this paper is available
at https://youtu.be/fTcxUxEMGlk.
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Introduction

The ever growing need for reduced pollution and city congestion raises the question of what makes citizens select sustainable transport modes such as public
transport (PT) rather than private cars. The analysis of transport mode selection can rely on declared choices for hypothetical journeys. Another approach
involves collecting travel diaries documenting actual journeys and mode choices
made for these journeys by citizens during the day(s) preceding the survey. However, such a survey does not elicit the reasons for the choices made, or may collect
just the subjective opinions of respondents justifying their choices.
In this work, we demonstrate the Urban Traveller Preference Miner (UTPM)
system, which combines data on journeys reported by individuals with features
documenting both planned and real transport availability for these journeys.
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Importantly, citizen preferences clearly evolve over time, which is best exemplified by reduced public transport use due to COVID-19 concerns. Therefore,
the UTPM system produces a stream of instances integrating survey data and
transport mode features. This stream of instances can be forwarded to online
learning modules capable of addressing concept drift, or used for batch learning.
In both cases, classifiers are trained and used to predict mobility choices under
varied circumstances, such as distance, the median number of transfers needed,
and the walking time needed to reach the relevant stops. The role of the UTPM
system is to provide data and findings relevant to city planners and other actors
such as NGOs interested in promoting sustainable transport. We describe the
way the system has been used for the City of Warsaw.
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The overview of the system
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Fig. 1: High level architecture of the Urban Traveller Preference Miner

The UTPM system extends the USE4IoT architecture we proposed in [2] to
enable survey data processing and mode choice modelling. Fig. 1 presents the
outline of the system. First of all, the Planned GTFS Generator downloads schedules and makes them available in General Transit Feed Specification (GTFS) 1
format. In parallel, every 10 seconds Apache NiFi makes a request to Warsaw
Open Data API to get the current location of each of up to 2000 PT vehicles.
The Apache Flink-based module is responsible for consuming the stream of raw
location records and combining location data with timetables to calculate delays
and produce a PT behaviour data stream. Hence, features like average speed,
delay at the previous stop, and the difference in delay between current and previous stops are calculated. These results are stored in Apache Hadoop and then
used by inter alia Real GTFS Generator for generating real schedules based on
1

https://gtfs.org
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true departure times. Next, actually available public transport connections can
be calculated by the OpenTripPlanner engine.
Finally, Survey Storage includes files with survey records. The Survey Data
Processor is prepared to handle data from multiple surveys possibly based on
heterogeneous schema, i.e. a stream of survey data sets. In particular, the surveys
can use varied sets of questions and different wordings of some of the questions,
as suggested by the outcomes of previous surveys.

2.2

Preparing candidate connections with journey planning engine

OpenTripPlanner2 (OTP) is a system which we supply inter alia with GTFS
schedules, road network and elevation data. It calculates the time needed to reach
a destination from a given origin at a given time for individual transport modes.
It can also determine candidate connections with public transport, including
multimodal connections such as connections combining the use of train, metro
and bus.

(a) Using planned schedules

(b) Using real schedules

Fig. 2: Sample public transport connections proposed by OTP

Fig. 2 presents the two scenarios which we consider in the UTPM system.
The first was calculated using official schedules obtained through the Planned
GTFS Generator and thus corresponds to the planned behaviour of the PT system. Citizens planning their journeys, including survey respondents, are likely
to take such a scenario into account when planning their journeys and making
mode choices. The second was created based on real departure times and delays
present in the PT behaviour data stream. This reflects the actual experience of
travellers including possible disruptions and missed connections. Fig. 2 shows
that planned and real journeys may vary in travel time, number of transits, and
even routes. Such differences bring additional information to the mode choice
modelling about passengers’ preliminary assumptions and travel experience influencing mode choices.
2

https://www.opentripplanner.org
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Feature engineering with Survey data processor

The core part of the system is the Survey data processor (SDP), which is responsible for analysing survey responses and preparing data for training classification
models. For every data record present in a survey for one individual, it develops
a number of composite data records (CDR). One CDR represents one journey
made by the individual and includes information coming from the survey and
complex aggregated OTP-based information. Out of the different methods of
compositing data records from different sources discussed inter alia in [1], the
method the SDP implements is most similar to deterministic record linkage.
However, instead of linking travel data records to predefined data records describing possible PT connections, the SDP module requests such connections
from OTP, based both on planned schedules and true departure-based schedules. This is because of the large number of (origin, destination) pairs, which
is in the order of the squared number of addresses in the city. The features of
possibly many candidate connections as well as alternatives such as the use of
cycling only are aggregated to provide one vector of feature values per a CDR.
2.4

Learning mobility choices

Both features coming from the survey, such as departure time, and features of
matching connections, such as average travel time, necessary walking distance
or transfer count, are placed in CDRs. Hence, each CDR includes travel features
x and transport mode y reported by an individual. These records are then used
to build classification models. This is in order to predict the transport mode
preferred for the journey under different individual, travel and available transport modes features. Both batch learning and stream mining modules can be
used to develop prediction models. As real concept drift is likely to occur, i.e.
p(y|x) may change with time, one of the options is to use methods capable of
adapting their models to such changes. Therefore, SDP makes CDRs available as
a stream of instances sorted by the departure date of the journey. The outcomes
of mode choice modelling performed by the UTPM system include decision trees
and learning curves for stream mining models such as adaptive random forest.
Results are based on survey and PT data for the City of Warsaw.
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